Expression of myelin proteins in the adult heterozygous Trembler mouse.
The Trembler mouse (Tr) suffers from a dominantly inherited autosomal mutation (glycine to aspartic acid. G150D) affecting the PMP22 gene, which results in an abnormal myelination of the peripheral nervous system. The Tr mouse represents an animal model for the human hereditary neuropathy, Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease. We compared the expression of PMP22, P0, myelin basic protein (MBP) and myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG) in nerve biopsies from a 1-year-old heterozygous Tr mouse (Tr/+) with that of a control mouse of the same age. Quantitative and qualitative ultrastructural immunocytochemical analysis showed a significant decrease in PMP22, P0 and MBP and an abnormal location of the MAG in the sciatic nerve of the Tr/+ mouse. We also noted a marked reduction in number of myelinated fibers associated with the presence of two types of myelinated axons: a population of abnormally thin myelin sheaths with lower PMP22 labeling than that observed in myelinated fibers from the control mouse, and some others fibers with normal sheaths for axons of comparable diameter to those of normal mouse with no difference in the PMP22 immunolabeling. This pointed to an involvement of PMP22 in the structure of myelin sheaths.